We examine the effectiveness of recursive-weight and equalweight combination strategies for forecasting using many timevarying models of the relationship between inflation and the output gap. The forecast densities for inflation reflect the uncertainty across models using many statistical measures of the output gap, and allow for time-variation in the ensemble Phillips curves. Using real-time data for the US, Australia, New Zealand and Norway, we find that the recursive-weight strategy performs well, consistently giving well-calibrated forecast densities. The equal-weight strategy generates poorly-calibrated forecast densities for the US and Australian samples. There is little difference between the two strategies for our New Zealand and Norwegian data. We also find that the ensemble modelling approach performs more consistently with real-time data than with revised data in all four countries.
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Introduction
A number of applied macro-econometric studies have found that forecast combination using recursive weights, based on historical forecast performance, is an ineffective strategy for improving point forecasts. Stock and Watson (2004), and Clark and McCracken (2010) , among others, have found that an equal-weight strategy is more effective in terms of root mean squared forecast error. However, forecasters and policymakers are often interested in forecast densities rather than point forecasts.
Considering the evidence for density forecasting performance, Jore, Mitchell, and Vahey (JMV, 2010) report strong density forecasting performance from the recursive-weight strategy, but not from the equal-weight strategy, with vector autoregressions using US data. Garratt, Mitchell, and Vahey (GMV, 2009) report similar findings for recursive weights for US inflation using a Phillips curve relationship based on the output gap, but do not consider the equal-weight strategy.
In this paper, we investigate the generality of the JMV finding by examining the recursive and the equal-weight strategies for inflation forecast densities in four countries. The model space is similar to that of GMV. That is, we consider many time-varying models of the relationship between inflation and the output gap. The forecast densities for inflation in each country reflect the uncertainty across models using many statistical measures of the output gap, and allow for time-variation in the ensemble Phillips curves.
To implement our recursive-weight strategy, we adopt the forecasting methodology proposed by JMV in which a real-time forecaster (or policymaker) recursively selects a combination of component forecasts from a set of models to produce an ensemble forecast density. Each component forecast density for inflation is produced by a single Phillips curve model for inflation based on lags of inflation and lags of the output gap. We utilise a "linear opinion pool" (LOP) to take out of sample density combinations (see Timmermann, 2006, p. 177) using the logarithmic score, as a measure of the Kullback-Leibler distance, to generate component weights. The resulting ensemble approximates the unknown potentially non-linear data generating process for inflation by using time-varying weights; and, the ensemble forecast densities are not restricted to be Gaussian. To implement our equal-weight strategy, we adopt an analogous ensemble methodology, again using LOP, to take equal-weighted forecast density combinations. We evaluate the recursive and equal-weight strategies by examining the probability integral transforms (pits) of the ensemble densities for inflation.
We consider real-time data for the US, Australia, New Zealand and Norway. For each data set, we compare and contrast the inflation forecasts from equal-weight and recursive-weight ensembles. The recursive-weight strategy performs well across the real-time data sets, consistently giving wellcalibrated forecast densities. The equal-weight strategy performs less consistently, generating poorlycalibrated forecast densities for the US and Australian samples in particular. There is little difference between the two strategies for our New Zealand and Norwegian data. We also find that the ensemble modelling approach performs more reliably with real-time data than with revised data in all four countries.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we outline the component models. In Section 3, we describe our methods for ensemble forecasting and density evaluation. In Section 4, we apply our methodology to US, Australian, New Zealand and Norwegian data and present the results. In the final section we conclude.
Component models
Following Orphanides and van Norden (2005) and GMV, we start with Phillips curve forecasting models of the Linear Gaussian form: 
where inflation is defined as the log difference in the price level, and there are many output gap measures denoted y j t , where j = 1, . . ., J; the number of lags of inflation and the output gap is denoted P, ε j 1,t+h ∼i.i.d. N(0, 1) and h is the forecast horizon. 1 The predictive densities for t+h denoted g( ,h |I i, ),
